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at 115{150 km (Stewart et al. 1980, G�erard et al. 1981, Bougher et al. 1990). A similaronstraint is provided by the O2 Herzberg II nightglow at 400{800 nm, observed fromVenera 9 and 10 (see Krasnopolsky 1983) and Pioneer Venus (Bougher and Boruki 1994)whih probes the altitude range 100{130 km. O2 emits also a similar, but muh stronger(several megarayleighs (MR)), infrared airglow at 1.27 �m, whih probes the 95{110 kmregion and exhibits spetaular spatial and temporal variations, although the dynamialand/or hemial proesses ontrolling its detailed struture remain poorly understood (seereviews in Crisp et al. 1996, Lellouh et al. 1997). More reently, nightglow emission fromthe oxygen green line at 558 nm has been disovered (Slanger et al. 2001). At longer(mid-IR) wavelengths, non-LTE emission from CO2 has been observed at 4.3 �m (Shirleyet al. 1995) and 10 �m (Deming et al. 1983) on Venus' dayside.In this paper, we report on observations of another airglow on Venus' dayside, dueto emissions in the CO v(1{0) and v(2{1) vibrational bands at 4.7 �m, and probing thethermosphere at 100-150 km. Our original disovery of these emissions on Venus, using theFourier Transform Spetrometer (FTS) at the Canada{Frane{Hawaii Telesope (CFHT),dates bak to 1987 (de Bergh et al. 1988) but these observations have not been published indetail so far. These CO emissions have also been deteted from NIMS/Galileo observationsin horizontal viewing (Shirley et al. 1995) but inompletely published. Billebaud et al.(1991) presented the detetion of similar emissions at Mars in 1989, and gave a suintdesription of the mehanisms involved. Suh emissions from CO have also now been seenon Titan (Lellouh et al. 2003, L�opez-Valverde et al. 2005) and Uranus (Enrenaz et al.2004). In this paper, we present in Setion 2 the Venus observations, whih inlude thespetra obtained in 1987 as well as improved Venus data reorded in 1994, using the sameinstrumental on�guration (FTS at the CFHT) for several regions on the planet. Fromthe higher quality 1994 observations, we derive in Setion 3 individual line intensitiesand rotational distributions. A detailed modelling of the non-LTE proesses leading toCO emissions is presented in Setion 4. Although this model is applied to Venus in thepresent paper, it also pertains to Mars, as was briey presented in Billebaud et al. (1991).A omparison between observations and models is made in Setion 5, where the lineintensities and the temperatures probed in two layers entred at 100{110 km and 125{145km are disussed.2 Venus observations2.1 The �rst detetion of CO infrared emissionOn 10 January 1987 (UT), we observed Venus as a morning objet with the high-resolutionFTS at the 3.6-m CFH telesope in an attempt to look for unidenti�ed minor onstituentsin its troposphere. The Venus phase angle was 90Æ. The spetra over the 2000{2200m�1 range at an unapodized resolution of 0.039 m�1. The Doppler shift due to Venus'motion was 0.1 m�1. We used a 500 irular aperture, entred on the brightest part ofVenus' dayside, i.e. on the equator and about half-way between the terminator and thelimb. Two spetra were obtained on this point, with a total of 38 min integration. Foromparison, a Moon spetrum was reorded with the same �lter and resolution.2



[Figure 1 here℄Our searh for unidenti�ed minor speies was unsuessful but, most interestingly,we deteted arbon monoxide emissions whih had not been seen before, nor had theybeen predited (de Bergh et al. 1988). Fig. 1 shows an expanded view of the spetrumat 2130{2160 m�1. A number of emission lines belonging to the P and R branhes ofthe v(1{0) fundamental of CO appear in the bottom of the strong and broad Venus COabsorptions, whih are themselves blended with the telluri CO absorptions. In addition,emission lines of the v(2{1) band of CO are observed. Sine this band is intrinsiallyvery weak in thermal emission (about 107 times weaker than the (1{0) band at 250 K),there are no orresponding absorptions detetable in the Venus spetrum. The presene ofstrong emission from the (2{1) band indiates a non-thermal mehanism. de Bergh et al.(1988) suggested that CO uoresene exited by solar infrared radiation and CO promptemission following CO2 photolysis ould aount for this emission.All the observed emission lines are learly narrower than the instrumental resolution.Presumably, their intrinsi width is determined by Doppler broadening (half width at halfmaximum is 0.0025 m�1 at 200 K). The strongest lines show up with a ontrast of about70 % of the ontinuum at the instrumental resolution.2.2 Mapping of the CO emissions in 1994Venus observations were obtained again on 22 and 23 September 1994 (UT) with the FTSat the CFHT, at an improved spetral resolution of 0.012 m�1 (unapodized), giving amean resolving power of 180 000 over the 2070{2180 m�1 range of the CO 4.7 �m �lter.The main goals were: (i) to make high S/N measurements of individual line intensities,(ii) to aurately determine the rotational temperature, and (iii) to measure absolute windveloities at several plaes on the disk of Venus from Doppler shift. Venus had, at thattime, an apparent diameter of 3600 and appeared in the sky as a bright evening resent(phase = 0.30{0.31). Given the interpretation of the initial measurements (de Bergh et al.1988), the emphasis of the observations was put on Venus' dayside. A 500 irular aperturewas again used and suessively positioned on four di�erent points on the illuminatedresent. These points are labelled 1, 3, 5, 6 (Fig. 2 and Table 1). In the original planningof the observations, an additional point (labelled 2) was loated between points 1 and3; however, it was �nally not observed. Points 1 and 4 sample Venus' equatorial regionsat entral loal times (LT) of 3:40 pm and 5:20 pm, while points 3 and 6 probe higherlatitudes (42Æ S and 54Æ N respetively) near 5 pm LT. A spetrum was also obtained onVenus' nightside near disk entre (point 5) to hek that the emissions were not presentthere. Traking and position ontrol of points on the Venus disk were performed by meansof a visible image of Venus displayed on a TV sreen. Spetra orrespond to averagesof 2 to 6 individual sans obtained from interferograms reorded in about 18 min. Theneed for relatively short integration times per san (in spite of the very high spetralresolution desired) was ditated by the �ne frequeny orretions that are required forthe wind measurements. A few individual sans were lost due to tehnial (eletrial)problems, leaving total integration times of 35 to 105 min, depending on the target point(Table 1). Observations on 22 September were interrupted by a telesope failure shortly3



Table 1: 1994 observations: Positions� of the 5 target points and ontinuum ux levels.Point latitude Venus LT date (Sept. 1994) / integration time ontinuum ux��relative absolute1 6Æ N 3:40 pm 22 / 70 min, 23 / 18 min 4.8 0.3003 42Æ S 5:10 pm 22 / 70 min, 23 / 35 min 4.4 0.2754 6Æ N 5:20 pm 22 / 18 min, 23 / 70 min 5.0 0.315 6Æ N 7:35 pm 23 / 35 min 3.2 0.206 54Æ N 4:50 pm 23 / 35 min 4.0 0.25Mars disk average 23 / 105 min� Position of the aperture entre�� At 2140 m�1; absolute ux units are erg s�1 sr�1 m�2/m�1before Venus set, so that no omparison spetrum ould be taken on another soure. On23 September, a spetrum of the Moon was reorded, at approximately the same airmassas Venus' observations, in order to orret for the telluri absorptions (primarily due toatmospheri CO, H2O and N2O). In total, seven independent spetra were reorded onVenus dayside (see Table 1), whih will be analyzed independently. In addition, a spetrumof Mars (whose apparent diameter was 5.700) was taken on 23 September with the same�lter, resolution and 500 aperture. CO 4.7-�m emissions have been observed previously onMars (Billebaud et al. 1991), and the Mars spetrum was used as a hek of the absolutefrequeny sale in an attempt to measure wind veloities for Venus. However, our resultson the measurements of the wind veloities (a preliminary version of whih had been givenin Maillard et al. 1995) �nally turned out to be inonlusive and will not be disussed anymore in this paper. For all spetra (Venus, Mars, Moon), the noise level was determinedby examining the signal utuations outside the �lter. Typial signal-to-noise ratio in theontinuum is of order 30 for eah of the Venus points, 40 for the total Mars spetrum and150 for the Moon spetrum. [Figures 2 and 3 here℄The overall struture of the CO emissions is illustrated in Fig. 3a, for the exampleof point 1. (To avoid the presene of spurious additional emission lines due to imperfetorretion of the telluri absorptions in the Venus/Moon ratio, the spetra in Fig. 3 areshown before division by the Moon spetrum). 25 lines belonging to the 1{0 band (fromP 17 to R 10) and 24 to the 2{1 band (from P 9 to R 15) are deteted. The large numberof deteted lines makes possible a determination of the rotational distribution (Setion5). The lines are still not resolved at the 0.012 m�1 resolution, as expeted, and thestrongest lines show up with a ontrast of � 200 % of Venus' ontinuum. Typial signal-to-noise ratios on the line intensities are 20{50. In ontrast, no emission is present on thenightside (point 5, Fig. 3b), onsistent with the proposed emission mehanisms (de Bergh4



et al. 1988; and Setion 4), and implying a radiative de-exitation time muh shorter thathorizontal transport. In fat, transport over a 1 hr LT interval aross the terminator (=1580 km at Equator) by a typial total horizontal ow of 200 m/s takes about 2 hours,muh longer than the radiative time for the v = 1 and 2 levels (a fration of a seond, asdetailed below in Setion 4). Therefore, the CO emissions must disappear very abruptlyaross the terminator (unlike e.g. the O2(1�) emissions at 1.27 �m; Crisp et al. 1996).Fig. 3 shows the Mars spetrum, whih presents the same emission lines, although witha lower emission/ontinuum ontrast. As is lear from the omparison of Fig. 1 and theright part of Fig. 3, the data from 1994 are of muh higher quality than the original 1987data. In partiular, the higher spetral resolution (by a fator of 2.5) auses the spetrallyunresolved (1{0) emissions to rise well above the ontinuum in these data, unlike in 1987.In addition, higher J lines are deteted, e.g. up to (2{1) R 15 in 1994 vs. R 10 only forthe 1987 data. The 1987 observations have therefore mostly an historial interest, and inwhat follows, we fous on the 1994 data.3 Emission rates from the 1994 observations3.1 Calibration of the ontinuum and relative ontributions of the ther-mal and reeted omponentsSine we did not reord any stellar spetrum, we did not obtain a diret ux alibrationof the Venus spetra. However, the relative ontinuum ux levels at the 5 target pointsare determined in the measurements (Table 1), and the emissions an be alibrated inontinuum units. Venus' spetrum at 4.7 �m is the sum of a thermal omponent, due tothe loud top emission, and of a solar reeted omponent, orresponding to the reetionof a fration of the sunlight by the louds. The thermal omponent is well known fromextensive measurements on the nightside, espeially from NIMS/Galileo (Carlson et al.1991, Roos et al. 1993, Roos-Serote et al. 1995). The ontinuum ux at point 5 (nightside)an therefore be alibrated using the NIMS spetra, and the ontinuum ux at other pointsmay then be determined by omparison to point 5. We use for alibration the radiane at2140 m�1, a region essentially devoid of CO2 absorption lines. From the NIMS spetraat low latitudes and low emission angles (Roos et al. 1993), we estimate a ontinuumradiane of 0.20 erg s�1 sr�1 m�2/m�1 at this wavenumber for point 5 (i.e. a brightnesstemperature TB = 232 K). This leads to the absolute radianes given in Table 1 for the �vetarget points. The radianes determined in this manner for eah spetrum are probablyaurate to within 10 %. However, their interpretation in terms of ontinuum radianesat Venus is subjet to pointing unertainties, in partiular for points 1, 3, and 6, whih lievery lose to the limb. For example, a 1.500 pointing o�set ould lead, in the worst ase,to a 28 % loss of ux for these limb points. Given the seeing utuations, suh a pointingerror annot be exluded.A quantitative examination of the relative uxes in Table 1 allows one to get a rudeestimate of the relative ontribution of the thermal and reeted omponents to the to-tal ux. The thermal omponent would be uniform over the disk if the temperature ofthe loud region probed by this emission were onstant both vertially and horizontally.However, the �nite sale height of the louds (about 5 km) and the negative temperature5



lapse rate in the loud top region (dT=dz � �3 K/km) indue a limb darkening of thethermal omponent. Suh a limb darkening has been studied from ground-based (Diner1978) and Pioneer Venus (Taylor et al. 1980) observations at 8{20 �m and more reentlyfrom NIMS/Galileo observations at 3{5 �m (Roos et al. 1993) outside the CO2 bands.For example, Roos et al. (1993) determined a �t of the limb darkening pro�le at 4.00 �mand 0Æ latitude, as T (�) = 233:5� 11:9 ln(�), where T (�) is the brightness temperature(in K) at airmass � (= 1/os(emission angle)). We have retained this emission angle de-pendene to estimate the variation of the thermal ux between the three low latitudespoints (1, 4 and 5). This equation, however, annot be used for the high latitude points 3and 6, beause limb darkening urves are very sensitive to latitude above 40Æ (due to thevariations with latitude of the vertial temperature gradient). We instead estimated thethermal ux at these points diretly from NIMS measurements at similar emission anglesand latitudes. Estimated thermal uxes at 2140 m�1 are thus 0.125, 0.14, 0.18, 0.20 and0.13 erg s�1 sr�1 m�2/m�1 for points 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respetively. The variation of thereeted omponent with observing geometry was omputed by assuming the louds atas a Lambertian reeting surfae. Although our �eld of view is not small ompared tothe size of the illuminated resent, in all our alulations of the emission and inideneangles, we have simply used the position of the aperture entre rather than integratingover the aperture. With these simple assumptions, an estimate of the overhead reetedsolar ux and loud albedo A an be obtained from eah target point on the resent (withour observing parameters, the reeted solar ux at 2140 m�1 at zero inidene angleis equal to 6.7�A erg s�1 sr�1 m�2/m�1). Inferred albedos are 0.045, 0.11, 0.12, and0.09 respetively for points 1, 3, 4 and 6, suggesting a loud albedo of 0.09�0.03 at 2140m�1. The ratio of reeted to thermal omponent at zero inidene and emission anglesis approximately 3. The variability in the inferred loud albedo from point to point islikely due to (i) the unertainty on the ux levels (e.g. inreasing the measured ux levelat point 1 by 28 % would lead to an albedo of 7.5 % instead of 4.5 %) (ii) our simpli�edtreatment of the geometry and (iii) possibly the fat that the louds are not Lambertian.We also note that our estimate of the albedo is onsistent with the sattering and ab-sorbing properties of the Venus' upper loud. At 4.7 �m, mode 1 (resp. mode 2) loudpartiles (for 75 % H2SO4) have a single sattering albedo !0 = 0.22 (resp. 0.46) and anasymmetry parameter of 0.30 (resp. 0.55). Using Eq. (13) from Moroz (1983), we infer analbedo of 0.045 for mode 1 and 0.08 for mode 2.3.2 Line intensities measurementsWith the ontinuum levels absolutely determined in this manner, it is possible to alibratethe line emissions. A preliminary order of magnitude an be obtained as follows. Thestrongest lines have an equivalent width of 0.012� 200 % = 0.024 m�1, in ontinuumunits. For point 1, this orresponds to an intensity of 0.3�0.024 = 7.2�10�3 erg s�1 sr�1m�2. Taking an average photon wavenumber of 2140 m�1, this intensity orresponds to1.7�1010 photon m�2 s�1 sr�1, or 0.21 MR.Many of the lines fall in regions of low atmospheri transmission (partiularly thelines of the (1{0) band, whih fall lose to their CO absorption ounterparts in the Earthspetrum). This frequeny-variable atmospheri transmission must be taken into aountto properly estimate emission rates and assoiated error bars. We proeeded as follows,6



for eah Venus spetrum. The Venus spetrum was �rst divided by the Moon spetrum inthose spetral regions where the ux in the Moon spetrum was at least 5 % of the loalontinuum. Eah frequeny point of the ratioed (Venus/Moon) spetrum was assigned asignal-to-noise level, aording to 1/SN2ratio = 1/SN2Venus + 1/SN2Moon, where SNspetrumis the frequeny-dependent signal-to-noise ratio in a given spetrum. Next, the ratioedspetrum was split in small frequeny intervals entred around the individual CO emissionlines and the line pro�les were �t by the sum of a Gaussian and a straight line minimizing�2. One the \pseudo-ontinuum" was known, the line area was determined either fromthe parameters of the Gaussian �t or from diret numerial integration of the spetrumwith the pseudo-ontinuum removed. The two methods gave similar results within 5{10 %.Beause the emission lines are not spetrally resolved, the relative unertainty on theirarea was taken to be equal to the relative unertainty on the line ontrast in the ratioedspetra. The measured intensities for individual lines are reported in Setion 5 and Figs9 and 10 where a omparison with models is made. The alibration of the line intensitiesbased on the ontinuum levels does not introdue any additional alibration unertainty,but leads to frequeny-variable error bars, depending on the position of the individuallines with respet to the telluri absorptions.4 Modelling CO non-LTE emissionAs briey mentioned previously, given the relatively low kineti temperatures in the Venus(or Mars) atmospheres at the levels where the lines are likely to be formed (200 K or less),the observed CO emission lines annot originate from moleules at LTE: at 200 K, thev � 1 levels are pratially not populated (their total population being less than 2� 10�7that of v = 0). Therefore, mehanisms whih ould drive CO out of equilibrium needto be invoked to explain the emissions. The CO emitting region must be in the upperatmosphere, where ollisions are rare and annot quenh exitation mehanisms.In the next subsetion we will review some relevant physial proesses involving COin the upper atmosphere of Venus (and Mars, see Billebaud et al. 1991), and make order-of-magnitude evaluations of CO emission. In the following subsetion, we will present amore elaborate quantitative model whih will be ompared to observations in Setion 5.4.1 An overview of physial proessesTwo ompeting mehanisms may exite moleules in the low-density regions of the upperatmosphere: radiative exitation followed by uoresene, and hemial reations reat-ing the moleules in exited energy states. Radiative exitation drives the 10{�m lineemissions of CO2 observed in the spetra of Venus and Mars (Betz et al. 1976; Johnsonet al. 1976; Deming et al. 1983; Deming and Mumma 1983). Emission at visible or UVwavelengths following photolysis is a well known aeronomi proess responsible for theairglow, whih is likely to our also at infrared wavelengths. v(1{0) ro-vibrational linesof CO were deteted in the atmosphere of omet C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake) (Mumma et al.1996) and were sine observed in many other omets. Fluoresene is a likely mehanismfor their emission as was predited by earlier studies (Crovisier and Le Bourlot 1983; Chinand Weaver 1984; Crovisier 1987). 7



Although not frequent enough to impose LTE, ollisions are still important and theirinuene must be evaluated. For the CO olumn densities enountered here, the ro-vibrational lines are optially thik and radiative transfer e�ets have to be taken intoaount. For the atmosphere of Venus, we adopt the model (total density, CO and CO2densities, temperature) given in VIRA (Keating et al. 1985) at the subsolar point foraltitudes between 100 and 250 km and the model of Sei� (1983) between 60 and 100 km.The temperature, CO and CO2 density distributions are shown in Fig. 4.[Figure 4 here℄4.1.1 CO uoreseneFor this proess arbon monoxide is radiatively exited by the external radiative �eld(solar) and the loal radiative �eld (sattered solar �eld and the planet thermal emission).In the UV, resonant uoresene of the CO fourth-positive system A1�{X1�+ around154 nm is a well-known omponent of Venus dayglow (Durrane et al. 1980; Durrane1981). Its typial exitation rate (the so-alled g-fator, whih is the number of photonsabsorbed by seond by moleule) is gA�X = 2:3� 10�6 s�1 for the whole system. For theB1�+{X1�+ system at 115 nm, gB�X = 10�6 s�1 (dedued from Krishna Swamy 1979).All exitation rates are given here for the quiet Sun and for an helioentri distane of0.73 UA, orresponding to the mean Venus{Sun distane.Radiative asades will lead to various vibrational states of the eletroni ground state.The v = 1 and 2 states will thus be exited with rates of the order of 2�10�6 s�1 (Fig. 5).[Figure 5 here℄The vibrational levels of CO will also be diretly exited by the infrared radiation �eld.Following Crovisier and Enrenaz (1983), the rate due to a blakbody of temperature Tbbseen over a solid angle 
bb is:gul = 
bb4� !u!l Aulh exp�h�ulkTbb �� 1i�1 (1)where !l and !u are statistial weights of the lower (l) and upper (u) levels, Aul is theEinstein oeÆient for spontaneous emission and �ul is the wavenumber of the transition.For the unattenuated solar radiation �eld (Tbb = 5770 K and 
bb = 1:28� 10�4 sr), thisleads to (Fig. 5):g1 0 = 4:6� 10�4 s�1 for infrared exitation of the CO v = 1 level;g2 0 = 5:0� 10�6 s�1 for infrared exitation of the CO v = 2 level;and muh smaller rates for higher vibrational levels. Only exitation from v = 0 isonsidered here. Einstein oeÆients have been omputed from Goorvith and Chakerian(1994). The subsequent emission rates for infrared uoresene are:8



g2!0 = 7:5� 10�8 s�1,g2!1 = 4:9� 10�6 s�1,g1!0 = 4:6� 10�4 s�1.Therefore, infrared exitation by the Sun is dominant with respet to UV exitation.Thermal emission from Venus is a minor soure of exitation (� 3 % for the v = 1 leveland negligible for the v = 2 level). In optially thin onditions, the v = (1{0) band shouldbe two orders of magnitude more intense than the v = (2{1) band. We will see later thatradiative transfer ould drastially hange this order of things.4.1.2 CO exitation due to CO2 photolysisIn the upper atmosphere of Venus, the main proess leading to the reation of arbonmonoxide is the photodestrution of CO2:[1℄ CO2 + h� �! CO (X1�+)+ O (1D) rate = 1:80� 10�6 s�1,[2℄ CO2 + h� �! CO (a3�)+ O rate = 0:54� 10�6 s�1.The rates are derived from Huebner et al. (1992), for unattenuated solar UV at the he-lioentri distane of Venus. The energy of the photodissoiating photons is generallymuh larger than the binding energy of CO2: the exess energy is onverted to eletroni,vibrational, rotational or translational energy to the fragments. To know the relativedistribution of these di�erent forms of energy, detailed laboratory investigations of CO2photolysis for the whole wavelength region of the solar spetrum would be needed. Onlypartial data are available.For hannel [1℄, indiret measurements were made by Welge and Gilpin (1971) throughmeasurement of the energy of the oxygen atom by time-of-ight spetrosopy. Althoughno quantitative evaluation is given, it was onluded that in the wavelength range 105{116nm, more than 50 % of the dissoiation leads to CO in the eletroni ground state (X1�+),but with onsiderable amounts of vibration-rotation energy.For hannel [2℄, the uoresene of the CO (a3�{X1�+) Cameron bands was measuredin the laboratory (Lawrene 1972). Approximate vibrational distributions have been de-termined: they are fairly at over the �rst vibrational levels of CO.In the absene of more omprehensive laboratory measurements, we assume that ar-bon dioxide photodestrution leads to vibrationally exited CO with an approximately atdistribution over the �rst v � 9 levels. Sine vibrational de-exitation ours preferentiallyby �v = 1 steps, we an infer that for eah reation of a CO moleule, about one photonwill be emitted in eah of the �rst (v ! v � 1) bands. Thus, in optially thin ondi-tions, this mehanism would yield (1{0) and (2{1) emissions with approximately similarintensities.Carbon dioxide is photodissoiated by solar photons in the range 0 < � < 170 nm,where the total solar ux is 2:5� 1012 photons s�1 m�2 (from the quiet solar spetrummodel of Huebner et al. 1992) at Venus. With the assumptions made above, this willresult in total emissions of about 2 MR for the (2{1) band and 2.2 MR for the (1{0) band.At a rotational temperature of 200{250 K, this orresponds to about 2 � 105 R for thestrongest ro-vibrational lines of these bands.9



4.1.3 Collisional quenhingVibrational quenhing of CO by ollisions with CO2 has been studied experimentally byStarr and Hanok (1975). The main proess is a transfer of vibrational energy from COto CO2:CO (v) + CO2 (000) �! CO(v � 1) + CO2 (001) { 206 m�1.The de-exitation rate of the v = 1 level is ' 2�103 s�1 torr�1 at 250 K, orrespondingto a reation rate k� < v >= 5:6 � 10�14 m�3 s�1 (Starr and Hanok 1975), < v >being the average ollision veloity. Below z = 105 km, where the density is larger than5� 1014 m�3, ollisional de-exitation is larger than vibrational deay rate (A ' 30 s�1),and quenhing is important. We assume that ollisional de-exitation of the v = 2 level,for whih no laboratory measurement has been found, is similar.Following the reverse proess, ollisions with CO2 (001) ould in priniple lead tovibrational exitation of CO. The CO2 (001) relative population may be found from themodel of Rold�an et al. (2000). This proess is negligible, however (M. L�opez-Valverde,personnal ommuniation).The ollisional ross-setion for rotational transitions is only an order of magnitudesmaller than the hard-sphere ross-setion, typially ' 10�16 m2. Thus, rotational relax-ation is muh faster than radiative rotational deay of CO, whih has very small rotationalAij 's (for instane AJ6!5 = 2 � 10�5 s�1 whereas the ollision rate n� < v >' 103 s�1below z = 105 km). Therefore we an on�dently assume that the rotational distributionof CO is thermal within eah vibrational state.4.1.4 Radiative transferAt temperatures enountered in the atmospheres of Venus and Mars, the CO moleuleswould be onentrated in the v = 0 vibrational level. Therefore, the (1{0) lines will beoptially thik for the olumn densities of CO in the atmosphere. The (2{0) lines will bethinner (beause A2!0 is muh smaller than A1!0). The (2{1) lines are thin beause thev = 1 level is not signi�antly populated. Sine the upper level is muh less populatedthan the lower level, the optial depth of a line u! l is:�ul = 18��3ul 1�vAulNl (2)where Nl is the olumn density of the lower ro-vibrational state, and �v is the line width(in veloity units). For CO at 200 K, � ' 1 is reahed for the strongest ro-vibrationaltransitions of the (1{0) band for a total CO olumn density NCO = 5 � 1015 m�2,whih orresponds to z = 150 km. For the (2{0) band, these �gures are respetivelyNCO = 1:2� 1017 m�2 and z = 105 km.Thus, one e�et of radiative transfer will be to enhane the (2{1)/(1{0) emissionintensity ratio. Sine the (1{0) lines are optially thik at an altitude muh higher thanthe altitude where ollisional de-exitation ours, their emission will be limited by optialdepth e�ets rather than by ollisional quenhing.The total solar energy ux absorbed in a thik line is F (�)��, where F (�) is the solarux density (taken here as that of a 5770 K blakbody), and �� is the line width (about10



0.6 km s�1 for CO at 250 K). This orresponds at Venus to 2:3�1011 and 6:2�1011 photonsm�2 s�1 for the lines of the (1{0) and (2{0) bands of CO, respetively. After uoreseneand possibly multiple sattering for the (1{0) band, we obtain intensity estimates of 6�105and 8�105 rayleighs for the ro-vibrational lines of the (2{1) and (1{0) bands, respetively.These intensities are omparable to the observed emission rates.4.2 A quantitative modelWe have shown in the previous setion that uoresene and prompt emission of COfollowing CO2 photodissoiation are mehanisms whih an yield the emission of CO vi-brational lines with intensities omparable to those observed in Venus and Mars. Thisjusti�es a more sophistiated quantitative treatment of these proesses, whih will now bepresented.Our model evaluates the emergent CO infrared emission uxes, taking into aountsolar infrared radiation, ultraviolet exitation through the fourth-positive system of CO,vibrational exitation of CO following CO2 photolysis, radiative transfer, and ollisions.We have inluded the CO ro-vibrational levels up to v = 3 and J = 25. Higher vibrationaland rotational levels appear to have little inuene on the exitation. As the 5-�m on-tinuum in Venus' spetrum is formed at the optially thik loud top level (60 km), theatmosphere below the louds does not ontribute to the emerging 5-�m radiation. Thisaltitude is set as a limit for radiative transfer integration.The atmosphere is assumed to be plane-parallel, illuminated by the Sun with a zenithalangle �s and observed at a zenithal angle �o. The priniple of the omputation is tointegrate optial depths and line intensities from an altitude z = 1 to z = 60 km. TheCO relative populations Pi (i = ro-vibrational levels by inreasing energy) are omputedat eah altitude z by solving the miro balane equations:dPi(z)dt = " ollisionterms #+ 264 radiativeexitationterms 375+ 264 spontaneousemissionterms 375+ " hemialterms # = 0 (3)�Pi(z) = 1: (4)A major simpli�ation in our model is the assumption of loal approximation, desribedin Setion 4.2.3, whih allows us to solve for Pi(z) with a single integration over z, withoutany iteration between radiation �eld and CO relative populations. Other simpli�ationsare the adoption of a uniform kineti temperature for the atmosphere, and of retangularshapes for the ro-vibrational lines.4.2.1 The ollision termsWe distinguish between ollisions induing rotational transitions, and ollisions induingvibrational transitions. We assume that eah (rotational or vibrational) ollision redis-tributes the moleule aording to the (rotational or vibrational) Boltzmann distribution.Then ollisions are fully desribed by the kineti temperature Tk and the total ollisionrates Cr and Cv induing respetively rotational and vibrational transitions. Thus,11



Cr = n�r < v >; (5)Cv = n�v < v >; (6)with the average ollision veloity being< v >= h8kTk� [ 1mCO + 1mCO2 ℄i 12 : (7)We have assumed that CO2 is the only ollision partner to CO. The ollisional term inthe steady state balane equation ishdPi(z)dt ioll:�Pi(z)Cr(z) +P ti (T )Cr(z)Xj Pj(z)� Pi(z)Cv(z) + P ti (T )P tvib(T )Cv(z); (8)where P ti (T ) and P tvib(T ) are the rotational and vibrational Boltzmann distributions atthe loal temperature. We assume �v < v >= 5:6 � 10�14 m3 s�1 at 250 K (Starr andHanok 1975) and �r = 10�16 m2. The pratial e�et of Cr is to ensure rotational LTEin eah vibrational level (and thus the exat value of �r is not ritial), and that of Cv isto quenh the vibrational levels at low altitudes.4.2.2 The radiative exitation termsExitation by attenuated solar radiation may be written as:hdPi(z)dt irad: = �Pi(z)Xj>i gij(z) +Xj<i Pj(z)gji(z); (9)where the exitation rates (see Crovisier and Enrenaz 1983) are de�ned as:gij(z) = 18�h�3ji 2Jj + 12Ji + 1AijJ (�ji) exp(� �ij(z)os�s ); (10)Jj and Ji being the rotational quantum numbers, J (�ji) the unattenuated solar radiation,and �ij(z) the zenithal line optial depth from z to1. The solar spetrum is assumed hereto be that of a blakbody at 5770 K. We estimate that using a more aurate ontinuumsolar spetrum, suh as that of Labs and Nekel (1968), and taking into aount the COabsorption lines in the solar spetrum (as observed by the ATMOS experiment; Farmer andNorton 1989) would not drastially a�et our results. We have not taken into aount hereexitation due to multiple sattering of external radiation, or de-exitation by spontaneousemission. These e�ets will be inluded as radiation trapping e�ets in the next sub-setion.In the present model, we onsider radiative exitation from the v = 0 level only (whihrepresents more than 0.9999 of the total CO population). The CO rotational population ofthis vibrational level is the same everywhere, sine rotational LTE is ensured by ollisionsand we have assumed uniform Tk. Then, for retangular line shapes, �ij is proportional tothe total CO olumn density NCO(z) between z and 1; thus12



�ij(z) = 18��3ij Aij�v P ti (z)NCO(z); (11)where �v is the line width in veloity units.4.2.3 The spontaneous emission terms and radiation trappingIn the optially thin ase, the spontaneous emission terms are:hdPi(z)dt ispont: = �Pi(z)Xj<i Aij +Xj>i Pj(z)Aji: (12)Lines with lower levels in the v = 0 state may be extremely optially thik. For them wemust take into aount radiative trapping: absorption, as well as radiative exitation dueto multiple sattering. An exat treatment would involve multiple-dimension integrationand extensive iterations. In order to avoid prohibitive omputer-time alulations, we usedthe loal approximation and the esape probability formalism. The loal radiation �eld dueto multiple sattering is then assumed to be due to moleules having the loal populationdistribution, and the miro balane equations may be resolved loally, avoiding iterations.The spontaneous emission terms thus beomehdPi(z)dt ispont: = �Pi(z)Xj<iAij�ij(z) +Xj>i Pj(z)Aji�ji(z); (13)where �ij is the esape probability�ij(z) = 14� Z4� exp(��)d
: (14)� is taken to be 1 in the hemisphere toward the planet (no photon an esape in thisdiretion), and � = �ij(z)= os� outwards. � is zenithal angle and �ij(z) is de�ned by Eq.(11). After integration, we obtain�ij(z) = 12[ exp(��ij)� �ijEi(�ij)℄; (15)where Ei is the exponential integral funtion (Ei(x) = �E1(�x)).4.2.4 The hemial termsThese terms are reation and destrution rates of CO at the altitude z. We assume steadystate, so their sum is null and the total CO density is onstant (the CO density doesevolve with time, but its evolution is very slow ompared to the ollision and radiativerates onsidered here). CO is supposed here to ome uniquely from the photodissoiationof CO2. Its reation rate is thusSCO(z) = K(z)nCO2(z); (16)where K(z) is the CO2 photodestrution rate at altitude z. Above the atmosphere, thisrate is 13



K(1) = Z �CO2(�)F (�)d�; (17)where �CO2(�)is the CO2 photoabsorption ross-setion and F (�) is the solar ultravioletradiation ux. Inside the atmosphere, attenuation of the solar ux must be taken intoaount, and the photodestrution rate beomesK(z) = Z �CO2(�)F (�) exp [� �(�)NCO2(z)os �s ℄d�; (18)where NCO2(z) is the CO2 zenithal olumn density between z and 1. We have adoptedthe quiet solar spetrum model of Huebner et al. (1992) and the CO2 photoabsorptionross-setions tabulated by Yung and Demore (1982) longward of 121 nm, those measuredby Inn et al. (1953) between 105 and 121 nm. Shortward of 105 nm, photoabsorption byCO2 leads to ionization rather than reation of CO, and has been negleted here. Theresulting CO2 photodestrution rate is 0:7� 10�7 s�1 above the atmosphere of Venus. Itdrops by a fator of two at z = 135 km (for �s = 30Æ). New CO2 ross-setions havebeen measured by Lewis and Carver (1983) with a better spetral resolution, showinga temperature dependene at long wavelengths. They have not been introdued in thepresent model.We assume that CO is reated in every vibrational state v with a at distributionP hem:v over 1 � v � 9 (see subsetion 4.1.2), and in every rotational state with theBoltzmann distribution P ti at Tk. The hemial terms in the miro balane equations anthen be written ashdPi(z)dt ihem: = nCO2(z)nCO(z) K(z)[P ti (Tk)P hem:v � Pi(z)℄: (19)4.3 ResultsThe model has been run for a solar zenithal angle �s = 60Æ and an observer zenithal angle�o = 45Æ, whih typially orresponds to the geometry of the CFHT observation, and forvarious kineti temperatures in the range 100{200 K. In Figs 6{8, we present the resultsfor a temperature of 200 K only.Fig. 6 shows the relative populations of the vibrational levels of CO as a funtionof altitude. The model has been applied with and without CO2 photolysis, to evaluatethe importane of this proess. One an see from Fig. 6 that the v = 3 level is espeiallya�eted by this proess. Indeed, uoresene alone annot signi�antly populate this level,due to the very small value of g3 0.[Figures 6 and 7 here℄The volumi emissions Eij(z) of the CO moleules, as a funtion of altitude, areEij(z) = h�jiAjinCO(z)Pj(z) exp(� �ij(z)os �o ): (20)14



They are shown in Fig. 7 for the total emissions of the v(1{0) (2{1) and (3{2) bands.One an see that the z = 120{150 km layers ontribute most to the (1{0) band, whereasthe emissions of the (2{1) and (3{2) bands rather ome from a lower altitude z = 90{120km.Finally, the emerging line intensities are omputed asIij = Z 1zlim Eij(z) dzos�o : (21)The orresponding syntheti spetra of the three bands are shown in Fig. 8.[Figure 8 here℄There are obviously some shortomings in this model, whih limit its validity:1. Branhing ratios following CO2 photodissoiation are ill-known or even unknown:laboratory measurements would be welome.2. A uniform rotational temperature of CO is assumed all over the atmosphere, whihis not realisti, but justi�ed beause the observed emissions are oming from a re-strited altitude range. A hek with a realisti temperature pro�le would be useful,however, but would imply a deep modi�ation of the omputing ode.3. Loal approximation is assumed for radiative transfer. In a somewhat di�erent on-text | the evaluation of the rotational level distribution of water in a ometaryatmosphere | the results of a loal approximation model were ompared with thoseof a Monte Carlo ode (Zakharov et al. 2005) based on the aelerated lambda itera-tion algorithm of Hogerheijde and van der Tak (2000). It was found that the resultsdi�ered by only a few perent. Thus, we believe that this approximation does notintrodue any strong bias in the results.An improvement would be to use a line-by-line transfer ode suh as that applied byL�opez-Valverde et al. (2005) to non-LTE CO emission in Titan. This is beyond the sopeof the present paper.5 Comparison of intensities with models and determinationof rotational temperaturesWe now ompare the model with observational results. For eah of the four dayside targetpoints of the 1994 observations of Venus (points 1, 3, 4, 6), the measured intensities ofthe individual emission lines of CO (expressed in megarayleighs and determined aordingto the method outlined in Setion 3) are shown in Figs 9 and 10 for the (2{1) and (1{0)bands, respetively, for the average of the 22 and 23 September data. These intensitieshave not been orreted for a potential baksattering e�et by the underlying louds.Although baksattering must our, as is the ase for the O2 1.27 �m airglow, this e�etis weak beause the albedo at 4.7 �m is only � 0:09.15



[Figures 9 and 10 here℄The line intensities are in reasonable agreement with the models presented above,although they tend to be somewhat lower than predited. As detailed below, the measuredintensities are 0.3{0.8 time the predited values for the (2{1) band and 0.4{1 time forthe (1{0) band. Although the intensity measurements are more diÆult for the (1{0)band than for the (2{1) band (beause of the ontamination by telluri and venusian COv(1{0) absorption lines adjaent to the (1{0) emission features), Figs 9 and 10 learlyshow that the rotational distribution is very di�erent for the two bands. The (2{1) bandshows a familiar optially thin rotational distribution with a maximum of intensity forquantum numbers J = 4 or 5. In ontrast, optial depth e�ets onsiderably atten thedistribution of the v(1{0) band in suh a way that no lear maximum an be distinguished.These features are in agreement with the models presented above. Model �tting of theobservations allows one to determine rotational temperatures. Beause the measuredand predited line intensities do not ompletely agree, an intensity multiplying fator isintrodued in the model as a free parameter. The rotational temperatures and their errorbars are determined by �2 minimization. In more details, for eah model, a multipliativefator k is determined by minimizing:�2 =X�Obsi � k �Modeli�i �2 (22)where Obsi and �i are the individual line intensities measurements and their 1{� error barsand Modeli is the line intensity in the model. The retained rotational temperature is theone whih provides the lowest overall �2. Results are given in Table 2 for the (1{0) and (2{1) bands and the various target points and observing days (seven measurements in total).The best model �ts are superimposed on the data in Figs 9 and 10. The vastly di�erentline distributions for the two bands an be overall aounted for by the models. However,the models do not �t all data points within the 1{� error bars, probably suggesting anunderestimate of the atual unertainties. This is partiularly true for the (1{0) band ingeneral and for the lines of the P -branh of the two bands at 2080{2110 m�1 (the reasonbeing probably that this region is strongly a�eted by N2O telluri absorption). Fig. 11shows, on the example of point 1, the sensitivity of the models to hanges in the rotationaltemperatures for the (1{0) and (2{1) bands.[Figure 11 here℄For these best �ts, the multipliative fators for the (2{1) band are: 0.31, 0.40, 0.76and 0.66 for points 1, 3, 4 and 6 respetively. For the (1{0) band, these fators are:0.43, 0.65, 1.04 and 0.56, respetively. On average, the model overestimates the observedvalues by a fator of 2 for the (2{1) band and by a fator of 1.5 for the (1{0) band. It isnoteworthy that model and observations agree quite well for point 4, and it may thereforebe wondered if the disrepany between model and observations ould be due to a severeloss of ux for other points (for point 4, the observed ontinuum ux level is insensitive16



to pointing errors). However, we note that a typial loss of ux by a fator of 3 for thelimb points would imply a systemati pointing error of 300, whih we feel is not realisti.In addition, if the ontinuum uxes are readjusted upwards so that the measured emissionlevels perfetly math the model preditions, then the loud albedo at 5 �m (inferred asin Setion 3) inreases onsiderably. Spei�ally, loud albedos inferred from points 1, 3,4 and 6 beome 0.17, 0.32, 0.14 and 0.32, or 0.24 on average, whih is probably unrealistigiven the optial properties of the H2SO4 louds.Therefore, although pointing errors may ontribute, we are rather inlined to thinkthat the fator of 1.5{2 di�erene reets a model limitation rather than an error inthe experimental alibration. We have adopted a simpli�ed geometrial model, using asingle value of the solar zenith angle (�s = 60Æ) and of the emission angle (�o = 45Æ)for all points. Atual values of �s at aperture entres are 55Æ for point 1 and 80Æ forother points, while �o = 34Æ for point 4 and 60Æ for other points. However, using theseindividual values would also not be ompletely satisfatory given the large aperture size,and a detailed modelling should alulate the exitation on a �ne grid and average it overthe apertures. This task, whih is beyond the sope of this work, would probably lead tohanges in the multipliative fators k required to �t the data. However, we do not feelthat our approximate geometrial modelling is the sole ause of the disrepany, beausethe disagreement appears to be largest at point 4 (k = 0.31 and 0.43 for the (2{1) and(1{0) bands respetively), for whih �s and �o are losest to our adopted values.For all the models presented above, the VIRA dayside referene model (i.e. for thesub-solar point) was adopted. However, our 1994 observations rather sound the afternoon(loal time = 3:40 to 5:20 for points 1, 3, 4, 6), while the CO2 and CO number densitiesvary signi�antly with solar zenith angle. For example, at 150 km, the CO number densitydereases by a fator of � 5 between SZA = 34 and 90Æ. Similarly, at 120 km, the di�erenein the CO mixing ratio between the VIRA dayside and nightside referene models isabout a fator of 3. In addition, the CO mixing ratio in the upper mesosphere/lowerthermosphere is known to signi�antly vary with time (Clany et al. 1991, Lellouh et al.1994). Therefore an error in the CO pro�le adopted in the model by a fator of several isquite possible, whih would easily aount for the disagreement with the observations, atleast for the (2{1) band (the (1{0) band, being optially thik, should be less sensitive tothe CO pro�le).Another soure of di�erene whih might be thought of omes from the fat that theCO emissions in Venus' atmosphere are partly absorbed by the CO2 olumn lying abovethe level from whih they originate. This possible absorption is not onsidered in the mod-els of Setion 4. However, dayside CO2 olumn densities above the 135 km (1{0) bandand 105 km (2{1) levels are � 6�1016 m�2 and 1�1020 m�2, respetively. Assuming a(Doppler) line width of 2�10�3 m�1 for the CO2 lines, the lines that ould ontribute asigni�ant (� � 1) opaity must have intrinsi strengths (at � 200 K) of at least 6�10�20m/mol and 3�10�23 m/mol for the (1{0) and (2{1) bands respetively (and of ourseoinide in frequeny with the CO lines within � 1 Doppler width). No CO2 lines inthis spetral range have line strengths larger than 10�22 m/mol. About 15 individuallines are stronger than 10�23 m/mol but they no dot oinide with any of the lines ofthe CO v(2{1) band. The only signi�ant CO2 absorption is probably due to a family oflines near 2093.4 m�1 whih a�et the radiation emitted in the CO v(2{1) P 6 line at17



Table 2: Rotational temperature measurements (K).Point band (1{0) band (2{1)22 Sept. 23 Sept. Average 22 Sept. 23 Sept. Average1 252�50 270�70 260�40 190�16 183�16 187�113 260�45 262�60 260�35 194�30 203�40 198�244 251�34 248�35 250�25 190�20 170�24 182�156 270�40 200�162093.411 m�1. Therefore, we onlude that, with this exeption, the absorption by CO2in Venus' atmosphere has a negligible impat on the CO v(1{0) and (2{1) emission bands.In summary, we think that the fator of 1.5{2 di�erene between observed and modelledintensities may be due to a ombination of (i) ux losses at limb points, (ii) our simpli�edtreatement of the observing geometry and (iii) a spatially and temporally variable COpro�le.6 Disussion and onlusionsWe have obtained rotational temperatures at two levels. Temperatures for the v(2{1) bandare in general agreement with the physial temperatures on Venus' dayside atmosphereat 100{110 km, as an be seen from a omparison with the Pioneer-based tabulation ofdiurnal and latitudinal temperatures by Taylor et al. (1985). At a nominal altitude of 107km, and a latitude of 5Æ N, Taylor et al. (1985) give T = 195 K in the 2 pm{4 pm LT rangeand T = 180 K at 4 pm{6 pm. This ompares favourably with our measurements at points1 and 4 (187�11 K and 182�15 K, respetively). For points 3 and 6, we obtain T = 198�24and 200�16 K, marginally higher than the Taylor et al. values at 45{55Æ N and 4 pm{6 pm(172{175 K). This on�rms that the rotational populations are thermalized and validatesthe model of Setion 4 in terms of the sounded altitude. However, the error bars on ourderived temperatures appear to be too large to safely determine temperature di�erenesfrom point to point (in partiular variations with latitude). Temperatures inferred fromthe v(1{0) band | typially 260�40 K for all points | are somewhat higher than expetedat 125{145 km. For example, the VIRA dayside referene model (Keating et al. 1985) hasT = 198 K at 125 km, 215 K at 135 km and 236 K at 145 km. Similarly, at 135 km and3 pm{5 pm (an LT range appropriate for omparison with our observations), Bougher etal. (1988b) predit T � 180{215 K. Sine the dayside temperature inreases very rapidlywith altitude in this atmospheri region, this might suggest that the altitude probed bythe v(1{0) emissions is slightly higher than predited in Setion 4.Temperature measurements in Venus' thermosphere were obtained in two separatelayers, at 100{110 km and at 125{145 km. The mean rotational temperatures, weighted-averaged over the seven measurements, are 189 � 8 K and 257� 16 K for the (2{1) and(1{0) bands, respetively. These learly di�erent values are another proof of the non-LTEharater of the emissions and on�rm that the rotational populations are in thermal equi-18



librium at the relevant altitudes. On the other hand, measuring the temperatures fromrotational distributions with an auray suÆient to obtain signi�ant dynamial infor-mation (i.e., within � 5 K) would require to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by a fator� 3{5, ompared to what is obtained here. An aurate determination of the ontinuumlevel would also be neessary, whih may be diÆult in a spetral region rowded withtelluri lines.In summary, we have �nally reported on the 19{year old detetion of CO emissionlines at 4.7 �m from the Venus atmosphere. Models invoking CO uoresene (as in Mars,Titan, and Uranus) and photodissoiation of CO2 into CO exited states (also ontributingto the Mars ase) were ahieved. The CO radiative exitation by solar infrared radiationis the dominant proess responsible for the emission of the v(1{0) and (2{1) bands. CO2photolysis adds a seondary ontribution to the v(2{1) band emission and would be themain proess for the (not yet observed) v(3{2) band emission. Both proesses are swithedo� on the nightside, and the radiative lifetime of the CO exited levels is short, whihexplains the absene of the CO emissions on the dark side. These models appear toreprodue the order-of-magnitude of the observed emissions | although disrepanies bya fator of 1.5{2 remain | and to math the very di�erent rotational struture of thev(1{0) and (2{1) bands. Temperature determinations are in reasonable agreement withpreviously inferred values in Venus' thermosphere. Several fators may ontribute to themismath between model and observations: (i) signi�ant ux loss at limb points due topointing/traking errors, (ii) an oversimpli�ed treatement of the observing geometry inthe model and (iii) a spatially and temporally variable CO pro�le.In priniple, high signal-to-noise, high spetral resolution observations from an orbitingspaeraft ould provide mapping data on the temperature �eld (and hene, if enough dataare available, on the thermal wind �eld in Venus' thermosphere over 100{150 km. Thiswould omplement the dynamial information provided by the struture of the NO airglowat 115{150 km (Bougher et al. 1990). In spite of their lower spetral resolutions (� 2000),the VIRTIS-H and PFS instruments aboard Venus Express are expeted to detet the COemissions in limb viewing, as did Galileo/NIMS during the 1990 yby (Shirley et al. 1995).The spetral resolution should be suÆient for rotational temperature determinations,although the spatial overage might be inomplete.ReferenesAlexander, M.J., Stewart, A.I.F., Solomon, S.C., Bougher, S.W., 1993. Loal asymmetriesin the Venus thermosphere. J. Geophys. Res. 98, 10849{10872.Betz, A.L., Johnson, M.A., MLaren, R.A., Sutton, E.C., 1976. Heterodyne detetion ofCO2 emission lines and wind veloity in the atmosphere of Venus. Astrophys. J. 208,L141{L144.Billebaud, F., Crovisier, J., Lellouh, E., Enrenaz, T., Maillard, J.-P., 1991. High-resolution infrared spetrum of CO on Mars: evidene for emission lines. Planet.Spae Si. 39, 213{218.Bougher, S.W., Boruki, W.J., 1994. Venus O2 visible and IR nightglow: impliations forlower thermosphere dynamis and hemistry. J. Geophys. Res. 99, 3759{3776.19
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Figures

Figure 1: The Venus spetrum at 2130{2160 m�1 observed on 10 January 1987 (unor-reted for telluri absorption and instrumental response). Emission lines of CO belongingto the v(1{0) band (P 1 to P 3 and R 0 to R 3) and (2{1) band (R 3 to R 11) are identi�ed.
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Figure 2: The geometry of the September 1994 observations. Venus is a 3600 disk whoseevening (astronomial west) resent is illuminated by the Sun. The dashed line indiatesthe terminator. The �ve target points with the 500 aperture are indiated.
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Figure 3: The overall struture of the CO v(2{1) and (1{0) emissions in the September1994 observations. From top to bottom: a) Point 1 (equator of Venus, 3:40 pm). b) Point5 (nightside of Venus). ) Mars. The full spetra are shown on the left, and enlargementsof the 2138{2152 m�1 region are shown on the right. The spetra are shown here beforedivision by the Moon spetrum but after orretion of the �lter pro�le.
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Figure 4: The CO and CO2 density pro�les and the temperature pro�le used in our modelof the Venus atmosphere. They are taken from the VIRA model (Keating et al. 1985)at the subsolar point for altitudes 100 < z < 250 km, and from Sei� (1983) for altitudesbelow 100 km (a slight modi�ation was neessary to keep the CO pro�le ontinuousaround 100 km). 26



Figure 5: A shemati diagram (not to sale) of the eletroni ground state �rst vibrationallevels of CO and of its main eletroni exited states. The exitation rates from the groundstate, due to unattenuated solar radiation at the Venus distane, are indiated on the left.The Einstein oeÆients for spontaneous emission of the various infrared bands are alsogiven on the right. All units are in s�1.
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Figure 6: The relative populations of the vibrational levels of CO as a funtion of altitude,resulting from our model for Venus for a uniform temperature of 200 K. Full lines: nominalmodel; dashed lines: uoresene only, negleting CO2 photolysis.
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Figure 7: The volumi emission rates ontributing to the emergent emissions, as a funtionof altitude, for the CO vibrational bands of the �v = �1 sequene (sums of the individualro-vibrational lines). This is given for our Venus model for a uniform temperature of 200 K.Full lines: nominal model; dashed lines: uoresene only, negleting CO2 photolysis.29



Figure 8: Rotational struture of the CO vibrational bands of the �v = �1 sequene,resulting from our Venus model for a uniform temperature of 200 K. From top to bottom:v = (1{0), v = (2{1) and v = (3{2) bands. Figs 5, 6 and 7 were omputed for a solarzenithal angle �s = 60Æ and an observer zenithal angle �o = 45Æ.30



Figure 9: Intensity (in megarayleighs, or 1012 photons s�1 m�2) of the emission lines ofthe CO v(2{1) band for the various Venus points (September 1994 observations), with 1{�error bars. Along are shown model �ts alulated with the indiated rotational tempera-ture and saled by a onstant multipliative fator (see text).
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Figure 10: Same as Fig. 9 for the CO v(1{0) band.
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Figure 11: Intensity of the emission lines of the CO v = (2{1) (top) and v = (1{0) (bottom)bands at point 1 (September 1994 observations), with 1{� error bars. Along are shownmodel �ts alulated with several rotational temperatures and saled by an adjustablemultipliative fator. Top panel | solid line: T = 190 K; short-dashed line: T = 210 K;long-dashed line: T = 170 K. Bottom panel | solid line: T = 260 K; short-dashed line:T = 300 K; long-dashed line: T = 180 K. 33


